Abstract. The huge success of the physics program of the ATLAS experiment at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) during Run 1 relies upon a great number of simulated Monte Carlo events. This Monte Carlo production takes the biggest part of the computing resources being in use by ATLAS as of now. In this document we describe the plans to overcome the computing resource limitations for large scale Monte Carlo production in the ATLAS Experiment for Run 2, and beyond. A number of fast detector simulation, digitization and reconstruction techniques are being discussed, based upon a new flexible detector simulation framework. To optimally benefit from these developments, a redesigned ATLAS MC production chain is presented at the end of this document.
Introduction
The current ATLAS Monte Carlo production chain (further described in section 2) has proven very successful over the past years of data taking with the ATLAS experiment [1] . However, the limitations of a CPU intensive, high-accuracy simulation approach become more and more apparent as the demand for larger number of simulated event samples grows rapidly with every year of LHC operation. Therefore, various fast simulation approaches are developed in ATLAS (section 3). In a recent development, fast simulation methods have been bundled in an Integrated Simulation Framework (ISF). The ISF allows to balance accuracy with CPU consumption on a particle level, by selecting particles for accurate simulation only where needed and using fast simulation methods where feasible. Once very fast detector simulation is applied, digitization and reconstruction become the dominating time consumers in the MC production chain. Therefore also fast digitization (section 4) and fast reconstruction (section 5) algorithms are being developed. The fast simulation, digitization and reconstruction methods discussed in this document are based on simplified models and algorithms, thus showing greater computing performance compared to conventional simulation, digitization and reconstruction methods. The production of very fast MC samples will ultimately require to restructure the MC production chain as a whole (see section 6).
Current Monte Carlo Production Chain and its Limitations
In order to provide simulated Monte Carlo event samples, the ATLAS collaboration applies a well defined chain of processing steps and conversions between them. Each step produces a different output format. At the end of this chain, both simulated and recorded data are made Figure 1 . The Monte Carlo production chain as it is currently being used by the ATLAS collaboration. Each step produces an output file which is the input for the next step. In the digitization step, in-time and out-of-time pileup detector effects are overlaid with the simulated signal event.
to share a common data format which allows for direct comparison. The ATLAS Monte Carlo production chain [2] , as it is currently in use, is best described by five main steps, which are also depicted in figure 1:
Event Generation concerns the simulation of truth-level particle collision processes which are stored in the EVGEN output format. Detector Simulation computes the sensitive detector energy deposits (HITS) caused by final state particles taken from EVGEN files. Commonly used detector simulators are Geant4 [3, 4] and an ATLAS fast shower simulation method. Digitization and Pile-up convert sensitive detector HITS into raw data objects (RDO) i.e. the simulation equivalent of the detector response. During digitization, in-time and out-of-time pileup effects are merged into the signal event. Apart from differences in the file format, the data content of simulated RDO objects is equivalent to bytestream (BS) data recorded from the detector. Reconstruction finds and identifies physics objects which are stored as event summary data (ESD) and more condensed analysis object data (AOD). With respect to the reconstructed physics objects, the ESD and AOD file contents is equivalent between simulated and recorded data. Conversion of AOD into ROOT n-tuples is applied to allow fast ROOT [5] -only access to the simulation results.
Figures 2 and 3 show the distribution of CPU and disk usage on the ATLAS Grid sites among the most prominent usage categories, demonstrating that the Monte Carlo production is the biggest relative consumer of Grid resources in ATLAS. MC detector simulation accounts for more than 50 percent of total ATLAS Grid CPU utilization. The main cause for this is the very time consuming Geant4 full detector simulation, of which 2.7 billion collision events were produced in the year 2012. For comparison, 1.8 billion fast shower simulation events were produced in the same year. 
Fast Detector Simulation
A number of developments are undertaken to speed up ATLAS detector simulation. The possible detector simulation approaches are described qualitatively in figure 4 . The following full and fast simulation technologies are use in ATLAS:
Geant4 detector simulation is the most detailed and most accurate ATLAS detector simulation available. Each single particle interaction with the detector material is computed. Secondaries stemming from such interactions are treated in the same way as primary particles coming from the event generator. This approach is therefore also the most time consuming simulation method. The frozen showers library [6] replaces parts of the full Geant4 simulation by a precomputed particle shower evolution. By default, ATLAS uses frozen shower libraries for the forward electromagnetic calorimeter simulation together with Geant4 simulation for the rest of the detector. Fatras [7] is a fast ATLAS tracker simulation. Fatras is based on the reconstruction geometry [9] that describes the detector with a set of layers, while the particle transport is performed by the ATLAS reconstruction extrapolation engine [8] . The particle interaction processes with the detector material are modeled by simplified and fast algorithms. FastCaloSim [10] is a parameterized ATLAS calorimeter response simulation. FastCaloSim is used in conjunction with Geant4 to form the ATLFASTII simulation flavor. In this configuration, Geant4 is used for particle simulation in the ATLAS inner detector and for muon simulation in all sub-detectors, while FastCaloSim is used to compute calorimeter energy deposits for all particles but muons. FastCaloSim's parametrization is stored in precomputed lookup tables that are generated from high-statistics single particle samples using Geant4. Being a parameterized simulation, FastCaloSim implements tuning parameters which are used to tune the simulation output against recorded data. This allows the fast simulation to reproduce recorded data in some cases more closely than Geant4 full simulation. ATLFAST [11, 12] was a parametric ATLAS detector simulation approach which had its main use during the design phase of the detector. The simulation relied on smearing truth-level input in order to directly produce physics object output. Event though ATLFAST was phased out due to the high level of accuracy needed for physics studies with recorded data, Figure 4 . This simulation hierarchy shows a qualitative comparison of different detector simulation methods. Finding the optimal method is a compromise between simulation speed and accuracy. The great algorithmic differences between the methods generally result in a number of independent simulator implementations for one particular detector.
parametric simulation still plays a role for detector upgrade studies.
The Integrated Simulation Framework
Due to the increasing number of fast ATLAS detector simulation flavors, a common detector simulation framework was developed. The Integrated Simulation Framework allows to combine various simulators (full and fast) for different particles within each event. This way fully accurate simulators can be chosen for particles of interest for a particular physics analysis (e.g. signal particles) and fast simulators can be selected for the rest of the event (e.g. underlying event). This flexibility allows for an optimal balance between speed and accuracy of the ATLAS detector simulation. In addition to ISF setups which are targeted at specific physics use cases, the framework can also be configured to provide full Geant4 or ATLFASTII ATLAS detector simulation. Thus, the ISF will become the single entry point for all ATLAS detector simulation. Figure 5 gives a qualitative description of the flexibility offered by the ISF. In this example setup, electrons and muons are the particles to be simulated with the highest accuracy, which is why these will be sent through the Geant4 detector simulation. Since particles around electrons could impact the electron measurement, all particles in the proximity of electrons will also be simulated with Geant4. The rest of the event is not required to be simulated with the highest possible accuracy in this example, therefore fast simulators are used for the remaining particles. This mix of simulators provides high accuracy for the signal particle simulation and high speed simulation for the global event variables.
The flexibility of the ISF also allows for partial event simulation. In this case, only selected parts of the event are simulated (e.g. the hard scattering process without the underlying event) and all other particles are excluded from detector simulation. Studies with simulated di-photon Higgs boson decays have shown that significant speed improvements are possible in this mode of ISF operation ( figure 7) . In addition to the gain in speed, the simulation output file size will be also reduced due to a lower number of simulated energy depositions in sensitive detector elements. Global event variables resulting from partial event simulation are clearly unusable. Thus, partial event simulation may be used where only the properties of the actually simulated particles (e.g invariant di-photon mass) are of interest in the particular physics analysis.
The core ISF design ( figure 6 ) is fully integrated into the ATLAS Athena framework [13] . The SimulationKernel is responsible for the particle loop, sending out the particles for simulation to various simulators. These simulators in turn might be creating secondary particles which will then be handed back into the ISF framework. This is done via the ParticleBroker, which is also responsible for making the simulator choice for each new particle. In order to do so, the ParticleBroker uses chains of SimulationSelectors, which have bool-type return values. The SimulationSelectors signal the ParticleBroker whether or not they would select the given particle for simulation. The first SimulationSelector in a chain that accepts the given particle, decides on the simulator to be used for this particle. Each SimulationSelector is associated with one simulator only and each sub-detector has an individual chain of SimulationSelectors. This routing algorithm provides a well defined simulator choice for each particle in the ISF particle collection.
Fast Digitization
With fast detector simulation methods to be used in MC production soon, efforts are undertaken to also speed up the digitization step. During the digitization, the previously simulated energy deposits inside sensitive detector elements are converted into the detector readout format by simulating the detector response. Traditionally this has been done with very high accuracy in order to mimic the actual detector response in great detail. However, in the context of fast MC production, these methods are now re-visited in order to achieve a further speed-up in the MC Figure 8 . In a fast digitization method for silicon detectors the particle path length within the silicon material is projected onto the readout surfaces. This projection is corrected by the Lorentz angle drift and random smearing is applied to achieve a readout signal. Figure 9 . The fast digitization method for the transition radiation tracking detector computes the closest approach radius to the center wire and the measurement uncertainty directly from the detector simulation output. The closest approach radius is an estimate for the drift radius r D which is forwarded to the reconstruction algorithms.
production chain. Generally speaking, fast digitization methods try to emulate the output of the full digitization by the use of simplifications and smearing approaches. The fast digitization approaches can be enabled optionally inside the same framework as the classical full digitization methods. Thus, the fast methods are not intended to replace the full digitization algorithms. For the ATLAS inner detector technologies, two different fast digitization approaches are currently being investigated:
Fast digitization in silicon tracking detectors converts the simulated path length of a particle track inside the silicon directly into a readout signal. To do so, the actual simulated energy deposits will be ignored, but the simulated particle position and path length inside the silicon is projected onto the readout surface. A Lorentz angle drift correction [14] is applied and the resulting projected path length will be smeared randomly. The resulting readout signal is made proportional to the smeared value. The schematic in figure 8 explains this approach for the ATLAS pixel detector. Fast digitization in transition radiation tracking (TRT) detectors converts the simulated closest approach radius inside a TRT straw into the reconstruction-level equivalent drift radius ( figure 9 ). This approach skips the computation of the time-over-threshold information which is generated by the classical TRT digitization. The fast digitization is therefore capable of generating reconstruction-level information directly from the simulation output, skipping the step where the detector response is simulated.
Fast Reconstruction
The reconstruction step takes a significant fraction of the overall computing time in the MC production chain (see figure 2) . The dominating reconstruction algorithm is the inner detector track reconstruction which identifies track candidates from tracking detector hits. The required time to solve this combinatorial problem grows faster than linear with the increase of in-time pileup. Thus the reconstruction will take an even bigger fraction of the MC production time for the next MC campaigns. Once fast simulation and fast digitization techniques that were Figure 10 . The truth-seeded track reconstruction uses detector simulation information to associate individual tracking detector hits with truth-level particle tracks. This fast reconstruction approach shows a very good agreement with the standard reconstruction output. The figure shows the reconstructed track impact parameter d 0 with respect to the primary vertex using simulated minimum bias samples at √ s = 8 TeV. discussed in the previous sections are used in production, the reconstruction time will even dominate the MC production chain time consumption. All this, similar to the fast digitization efforts, motivates the development and use of fast reconstruction algorithms. A truth-seeded tracking algorithm [15] is currently being validated for large scale Grid production and physics analysis use. This approach removes the very time consuming combinatorial task of assigning tracking detector hits to individual particle tracks. The fast reconstruction approach uses the link between the sensitive detector hits and the MC truth representation from the detector simulation step, to find all tracking detector hits caused by each individual particle. Doing so, bypasses the much slower standard track seeding which is done for track reconstruction in recorded data where there is no such information available. Since the truth-seeded tracking algorithm is not capable of producing fake particle tracks, it is only applied to the pileup part of the event, whereas the hard scattering event will be reconstructed by the standard algorithm. This minimizes the potential impact on physics studies and still provides most of the possible speedup.
A comparison of √ s = 8 TeV simulated minimum bias samples shows an impressive agreement for fundamental track parameters between the standard reconstruction and the fast reconstruction algorithms (see figures 10 and 11). For particles with low transverse momenta (p T ) the truth-seeded tracking algorithm causes the identification efficiency to be higher than in the standard reconstruction algorithm. However, this is of no concern for the use in ATLAS since only particles with p T > 400 MeV/c are considered for building physics objects used for any subsequent analysis.
Fast Monte Carlo Production Chain
With the significant speed improvements that were presented in the previous sections, the design of the current Monte Carlo production chain has to be adapted accordingly. Considering that the detector simulation setups have the potential to be up to a factor of 3000 faster than Figure 12 . In order to fully utilize the speedup achieved by fast simulation, digitization and reconstruction techniques, the fast Monte Carlo chain will run all the different steps from EVGEN files to ROOT n-tuples in one job. Intermediate data formats do not get stored persistently.
full simulation (see figure 7 ), it will become inefficient to store the simulation output in the intermediate HITS file format. Eventually, the same holds for digitization (RDO) and the current reconstruction (AOD/ESD) output files. Thus the design of a very fast simulation chain implies that no intermediate file formats will be persistently stored. The fast Monte Carlo production chain will use event generator (EVGEN) input files to run detector simulation, digitization, reconstruction and AOD conversion in one job. The only output generated for persistent storage will be ROOT-readable n-tuples at the end of the chain which will be of the same format as the future standard ATLAS reconstruction output. Current estimates suggest a processing time of a few seconds per event for the complete chain is feasible with this approach.
Conclusions
With the Monte Carlo simulation being the dominant consumer of computing resources in the past years, a paradigm shift towards fast simulation methods is imperative to guarantee the success of future research with the ATLAS experiment. This argument is even more enforced by the ever growing amount of recorded data and the increase of pileup over the next operational period of the LHC accelerator. This document describes approaches taken by the ATLAS experiment to speed up detector simulation, digitization and reconstruction algorithms.
Using parameterized detector responses and simplified detector geometries give FastCaloSim and Fatras a much improved ATLAS detector simulation speed over conventional Geant4. The Integrated Simulation Framework offers the flexibility to combine the available ATLAS detector simulators within one event to guarantee high accuracy where needed and high simulation speed where approximations are sufficient. The partial simulation of events within the ISF has shown to give a great improvement in simulation speed.
Fast digitization techniques will use simplified detector response models to convert simulation output into reconstruction-level information.
A truth-seeded track reconstruction removes the most time consuming part in the event reconstruction by using detector hit associations with the simulated particle causing the hit.
A re-designed fast Monte Carlo production chain will remove all intermediate file formats and generate the reconstruction output (ROOT n-tuples) directly from the input event generator (EVGEN) files. With an estimated processing time of a few seconds per event for the complete fast MC chain, both, adequate statistics and accuracy of MC samples for data analysis will become feasible.
